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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

As described in many other reviews. 

The Lady:

Sophie - her profile pictures on HoD's website paint a thousand words capturing her smiley happy
personality beautifully. Though facially blurred, it doesn't require much imagination to assume what
she looks like. I have seen her over 60 possibly over 70 times in the past 17 months often for 1 - 2
hours because she is so good at what she does that I can't get enough.

Laura - photos on her profile and HoD's twitter feeds provide a good indication what to expect but I
found her even more attractive in the flesh. Possesses a pubic bush which is a real bonus for
punters such as myself who like their ladies natural. She seems a lovely genuinely nice person and
I really warmed to her having seen her 4 times in total because I think she's special. This is quite an
accolade as there are only 2 ladies that I've seen more frequently in my 30 year punting career
involving 2000+ ladies the vast majority of whom meeting once is enough and very occasionally
once is once too many.

Olivia - it was the first time we'd met but she was exactly how I expected from her tweets and
unblurred photos on HoD's twitter feeds. With very large beautifully shaped breasts, she has a
figure made for punting and comes across as both a femme fatale and the analogous cougar in
personality. I can see myself booking her for a 1 to 1 session in the not too distant future.  

The Story:

The late Sir John Betjeman, poet laureate from 1972 until his death in 1984, once wrote "On our
deathbeds we're not going to regret all the work we didn't do. We're going to regret all the sex we
didn't have!" I am determined that this wouldn't happen to me.

I'd been to quite a few parties in my younger days (p'net reviews for these are now mostly deleted
as the providers have moved on) and had several ffm encounters but I had never previously
considered a fffm until I read p'net reviews 127718 and 128025 by the legendary punter
modelfucker. With these seeds sown, it was a question of waiting for the right ladies to be working
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the same shift. I have previously said in reviews for my 2 lady experiences that it is an imperative
that all ladies get on with each other as well as with me and this I thought was even more relevant
for a moresome. With Sophie, Laura and Olivia I had absolutely no doubts that it would be a
winning combination.

Proceedings commenced with a 45 minute session with Sophie on her own to warm me up and
then Laura and Olivia entered the room for a further 45 minutes. "How do you want us?" one of
them asked. To be honest, I didn't have a clue as the concept was beyond the boundaries of my
imagination so I simply responded that I was in their capable hands.

What transpired was continuous owo and virtually continuous dfk except for when my mouth was
engaged in other matters. While all this was going on, the third lady was kissing and licking my
other erogenous zones but they rotated regularly so I was able to experience a variety of different
techniques to keep my senses permanently on overload. Part way through, Olivia gave all the signs
of wanting as much of the enjoyment as I was experiencing and the focus of my attention shifted
towards alternatively dfk'ing her passionately and sucking her gorgeous nipples while playing with
her between the legs. While I was doing this, one of the other ladies continued to give me owo with
the other pleasuring my other bits with her tongue and lips. Olivia became increasingly vocal before
going quiet so I think I succeeded in pressing the right buttons.

All too soon, it was my turn to become very vocal as Olivia took over owo duties with Sophie and
Laura on each side alternatively dfk'ing me until the inevitable massive explosion between my legs
occurred.

I recall seeing a tweet from HoD that modelfucker might have started a trend for fffm bookings. I can
give my endorsement that it is something every punter should try particularly if they don't want to lie
on their deathbeds regretting all the sex they didn't have. Sophie, Laura and Olivia would make the
perfect partners if they are ever working the same shift together.
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